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Abstract

Purpose – This article presents an empirically-induced ‘high performance’ ‘Human Resources (HR) bundle’, comprising six HR practices, for supporting lean service operations.

Design/methodology/approach – A multiple case study. A qualitative dataset, including transcripts from 27 semi-structured in-depth interviews with lean practitioners from across five service organizations that have adopted lean practices, was thematically analysed to establish key HR practices on the road to lean maturity.

Findings – A ‘high performance’ HR bundle of three work practices and three employment practices emerged from the analysis. These practices typically mature implicitly rather than systematically to support organizations in successfully implementing lean service operations, by: resourcing the most suitable people for carefully-defined roles; providing workers with extensive lean training opportunities;
appraising workers’ performances such that lean-behaviours are recognized and rewarded; and encouraging a participative teamworking culture.

Research limitations/implications – This article uses cross-sectional data from five case studies to induce a ‘high performance’ ‘HR bundle’ theoretical model and process. A larger number of case studies and/or longitudinal data would add credence.

Practical implications – Lean service managers should regard HR practices as integral to the lean maturation process and might usefully conceive of them as processes allowing for greater management control to achieve incremental improvements to lean service provision.

Originality/value - The article provides deeper understanding of the importance of HR practice for lean service organizations and offers practical suggestions for managing HR practices in this context.

Keywords: HPWS, HR Bundle, HR Strategy, Lean Management, Lean Service, Teams.

Introduction

Having originated in the manufacturing sector, lean practices have increasingly been adopted to improve service provision thus creating better value for customers (Bowen and Youngdahl, 1998). It has been argued that the application of lean principles to services improves service quality and productivity, reduces service delivery timeframes, and facilitates innovation (Lorden et al., 2014; Lindskog et al., 2017). However, studies also suggest that it is not enough to simply apply lean tools and techniques. Unless working practices are redesigned and training invested in to achieve commitment to the underpinning lean philosophy, lean initiatives may fail to deliver anticipated benefits (Sparrow et al., 2014; Sony et al., 2018; Antony et al., 2019). This study draws on ‘real
world’ qualitative data to illustrate how human resources (HR) practices, and specifically those associated with high performance work systems (HPWS) theory, have been implemented as a feature of lean service provision and matured alongside the lean service operational processes. As such it is argued that it may be useful, for control, to perceive these HPWS HR practices in process terms that might be continuously monitored and improved.

HPWS theory established itself as a rhetorical feature of the ‘best practice’ school of Strategic Human Resource Management (SHRM) that holds that the way workers are managed affects organizational performance levels and that there are common elements of management practice that might be usefully standardized and/or learned and transferred across organizations to improve productivity (Huselid, 1995; Pfeffer, 1998; Sundbo, 2002; Weiss, 2000). The key idea of the HPWS is that, to improve employee effectiveness and thereby optimize organizational performance, a set (or ‘bundle’) of specific HR practices should be identified for considered managerial control (Gittell et al., 2010). Given that “HPWSs depend on positive responses from employees” (Boxall and Macky, 2009, p. 6) and the applicability of HR ‘best practices’ to service organizations (Browning et al., 2009), managers of service organizations who strategically embrace lean principles should particularly consider how they ensure their employees are positively inclined towards adopting lean practices.

There is a dearth of qualitative research that might suggest what practices should feature prominently within an HR bundle for service organizations implementing lean. This article speaks into that gap in the literature and, by drawing on data from a multiple case study, proposes: (i) how HR ‘best practices’ might be formulated as a bundle of
interrelated management-controlled processes, and (ii) how that HR bundle might itself be managed as a process.

This article reports on multiple case studies of service organizations who have implemented lean. This approach has facilitated the generation of a theoretical, evidence-based formulation of a ‘best practice’ high-performance HR bundle to function symbiotically with lean service operations. The article proceeds with two contextualising literature review sections. The first of these discusses literature related to the adoption of lean in the service sector. This is followed by a discussion of the relationship between lean and the HR bundle. This latter section concludes by stating our research question and leads on to a section detailing the research methods employed for this multiple case study. After reporting the findings of the study, a discussion section proposes as a contribution to the literature a high-performance ‘best practice’ HR bundle process for use by lean service providers to achieve incremental service improvement when enacted as part of a lean initiative. This is followed by a brief conclusion to the article.

**Lean in the Service Context**

‘Lean’, conceived as a practical set of management practices geared towards more efficient production, was initiated in the manufacturing sector and later adopted for the service sector (Krafcik, 1988; Womack and Jones, 1996; Bowen and Youngdahl, 1998). Rooted in the scientific management principles of F.W. Taylor (1911), lean has borrowed from various management disciplines (Holweg, 2007) to offer a rational approach to continually improve organizational efficiency. Pertinent to this study, Shah *et al.* (2008, p. 6683) point to lean being ‘a bottom up approach where management
plays a supportive and facilitating role in engaging shop-floor workers to form cross-functional self-directed work teams and apply lean tools.’ Thus, management of the workforce is vital for successfully adopting lean practices.

The emergent literature on lean service provision has reported multiple benefits. For example, lean approaches to financial services provision have resulted in faster service delivery and increased service capacity (Delgado et al., 2010; Vashishth et al., 2017); and in IT services led to improved operational performance and service quality, and reduced rework (Malladi et al., 2011; Staats et al., 2011). This literature has emphasized two directional drivers for lean service providers: a ‘market driver’ and an ‘efficiency driver’ (Radnor and Johnston, 2013). The ‘market driver’ directs organizations towards creating value for customers, whereas, the ‘efficiency driver’ ensures a systems-thinking focus on improving service delivery processes. This bifocal emphasis on ‘customers’ and ‘processes’ has implicitly diminished the importance of applying focus on the workforce. Rather, from the lean perspective, workers are rationalized as interchangeable system ‘resources’ who support the ‘processes’ that provide value to ‘customers’.

It might be noted here that critical management perspectives on lean methods highlight that lean objectives of efficiency and improvement tend to be defined in terms of cost reduction. As such, lean management inevitably entails a continuous search for marginal cost-reducing improvements ‘by stressing and readjusting the production system and, above all, the labor process’ (Moody, 1997, p. 87). Thus, lean rhetoric that emphasizes work enrichment might be juxtaposed with ‘lean’ cost-reduction techniques of workforce casualization, work intensification and deskilling, and the capture and redistribution of worker knowledge to facilitate downgrading of work or outsourcing to
cheaper labour resources (Moody, 1997; Vidal and Hauptmeier, 2014). It might be suggested that a crude concern for minimising the cost of labour may undermine performance-enhancing objectives of applying focus to ‘the very humanness of this resource’ through HR practices of empowerment that have been associated with high performing organizations (Appelbaum et al., 2000; Gratton, 2000, p. 3). In short, an over-emphasis on rationalized ‘resource’ efficiency may risk undermining the ‘human’ contribution to contextualized service effectiveness.

In this article we remain true to lean methodological principles by proposing that the lean ‘efficiency driver’ mindset might be usefully applied to the HR bundle and its underlying practices, re-conceptualising them as processes that might be placed under management control for continuous improvement (i.e. managed maturation).

**Lean and the HR Bundle**

An organization implementing a lean service strategy should, in addition to applying lean tools and techniques, revise working practices and ensure workforce commitment to lean ways of working and strategic objectives (Holbeche, 1998; Sparrow and Otaye-Ebede, 2014). Therefore, managers of organizations adopting lean need to give thoughtful attention to HR practices. The adoption of the concept of the HR bundle is long-established in the lean literature (Liker and Meier, 2007) borrowing the term from the strategic HRM (including HPWS) literature (Huselid, 1995). There is an assumption within such thinking that organizational performance might be enhanced by controlling an interacting set of specific work practices acting collectively as a sub-system. So, the practices can be controlled individually but as a ‘bundle’ they operate systemically, “shaping the pattern of interactions between and among managers and employees”
(MacDuffie, 1995, p. 200), to support the fulfilment of business objectives (Holbeche, 1999) and achieve operational productivity and efficiency gains (Delery and Gupta, 2016). Thus, as Boxall and Macky (2009, p. 5) note, “there are systemic or synergistic effects in the cluster of chosen HR practices.”

The broader research literature points to there being significant ambiguity about the bundle of HR practices (e.g. recruitment, reward, training, etc.) that is pertinent for a HPWS generally (Gittell et al., 2010) and a HPWS supportive of lean service operations specifically (de Koeijer et al., 2014). There are also different perspectives on how those practices might be applied by managers across different organizational settings.

Previous studies, mainly conducted in manufacturing environments, have focused on ‘what’ HR practices are most relevant when adopting lean principles (MacDuffie, 1995; Shah and Ward, 2003). Within HPWS theory the concept of the ‘HR bundle’ is used to denote a specific set of HR practices with an assumption that these practices combine to ‘[create] a performance advantage for organizations’ (Gittell et al., 2010, p. 491). These individual HR practices might usefully be considered as either primarily ‘work practices’ that relate to how operational work is structured and organized (e.g. teamworking arrangements), or primarily ‘employment practices’ that relate to process-driven management-employee interactions (e.g. performance appraisal) (Boxall and Macky, 2009).

In the lean theory models proposed by Shah and Ward (2003) and Dal Pont et al., (2008) the ‘HR’ bundle sits alongside two other theoretically interconnected ‘bundles’: the ‘Total Quality Management’ (TQM) bundle and the ‘Just-in-Time’ (JIT) bundle. The lean discourse conforms with dominant approaches to HRM that consider it a mechanism for affecting employees’ attitudes and behaviours to improve organizational
performance and enhance competitiveness (De Saá Pérez and García Falcón, 2004; Browning et al., 2009). That is, HRM is part of an organizational strategic logic to ‘manage’ workers as commodified ‘resources’ (De Saá Pérez and García Falcón, 2004) towards commitment to and involvement in the organizational performance effort.

Further, there is no considered intent to enhance employee wellbeing for ethical reasons (Guest, 2017) and indeed such approaches may imply ‘harsh realities’ for employees, because lean logic may lead to work intensification and ‘leaner staffing’ (Pfeffer, 1998; Marchington and Grugulis, 2000, p. 409).

However, the literature on the HR bundle within lean service contexts remains underdeveloped. Given the people-centric nature of service provision, consideration of the HR bundle is assumed to be of particular concern via-à-vis manufacturing contexts. There is also a lack of unanimity about which HR practices should be included within the lean HR bundle. Analysis of the literature points to the significance of five particular HR practices for supporting lean operations. Three of these are work practices (HR planning, teamworking, and employee participation/involvement), and two are employment practices (training, and reward) (Table 1).

### Table 1: Studies reporting on the Lean HR bundle showing common HPWS practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>HR Practices</th>
<th>Work Practices</th>
<th>Employment Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacDuffie (1995)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panizzolo (1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power &amp; Sohal (2000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dal Pont et al. (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonavia &amp; Marin-Garcia (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martínez-Jurado et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Koeijer et al. (2014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mostafa et al. (2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netland et al. (2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This literature suggests an ambiguity concerning the relative importance of HR practices (Bello-Pintado, 2015). In practical terms, the composition of a lean HR bundle and the various emphases applied to HR practices will be contingent upon organizational context. However, there is a lack of case study research to provide contextual and real-world understanding of how HR practices are implemented in support of lean services. Thus, the multiple case studies approach of this research seeks to address the following guiding research question:

‘How are service organizations employing HR practices (comprising work practices and employment practices) to support their lean operations?’

This article contributes to the literature by reporting on specific HR practices as implemented at five service providing organizations that had confirmed that they had implemented lean to various stages of lean maturity.

**Research Methods**

A multiple case studies approach was adopted for this study, allowing for an exploration of the research domain in its ‘real-world’ context (Voss et al., 2016). The main research question acted as a directional device for exploring the phenomenon of HR practices employed to support lean service. The intention was to draw on qualitative data in order to develop understanding of the relationships between HR practices and organizational lean service performance, and in doing so generate a theoretical ‘best practice’ HR bundle that others might test in the field (Bryman, 2001; Harley, 2015).
Qualitative data were collected from within five case study service-providing organizations to provide a dataset of practitioner perspectives on HR-enabled lean services. As such, multiple perspectives were considered through the generation of a multi-faceted dataset (Gray, 2016). Case study research is highly effective in this kind of research endeavour by integrating similar and contrasting perspectives to build a rich and detailed understanding of the phenomenon in a specific context (Yin, 2009). The multiple case studies approach strengthens claims to analytical generalization (Gomm et al., 2000).

The criteria for selecting organizations were that they provided services and their management asserted claims to have gained competitively from applying lean principles to their service operations. Three selected companies operated in the financial services sector (MyFinance, FineBank, Hinance), one provided waste management and recycling services (EastManage), and one provided food distribution services (HighEnd). Twenty-seven interviews were conducted across the five organizations, with interview participants being selected on the criteria that they were involved in and had management responsibilities relating to lean service provision (i.e. were lean practitioners) (Table 2). The authors hold with the consensus view that there is no definitive number of interviews required for a qualitative study but ‘you keep asking as long as you are getting different answers’ (Baker and Edwards, 2012, p. 4). This approach of getting to a point of theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) inevitably entails formative data analysis while still collecting data. On completion of 27 interviews with lean practitioners it was considered that the data collected and formatively analysed had reached a point where it was appropriate to move to formal coding of the data using NVivo 10 software. We draw support for this position that ensures that ‘conclusions [do not go] beyond what the data can support’ from the
guidance provided by the noted sociologist Howard S. Becker (in Baker and Edwards, 2012, p. 15). The interview data were coded following the four stages of using NVivo to analyse qualitative data outlined by Bazeley and Jackson (2013). Rigorous thematic analysis was conducted with reference to Braun and Clark’s (2013) six-stage approach to theme generation from the codes and 15-point checklist for ‘good’ thematic analysis.

Table 2: Case study organisations and participants’ position of responsibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Service Activities</th>
<th>Interviewed Lean Practitioners’ Job Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| HighEnd      | Food distribution centre servicing c.500 stores. | • Distribution General Manager  
• Depot Operations Manager  
• Continual Improvement Lead  
• Head of Communication and Services  
• Transport Shift Manager  
• Transformation Manager  
• Change Manager  
• Warehouse Dayshift Manager |
| EastManage   | Recycling and waste management services. | • Head of Asset Management  
• Senior Operations Technician  
• Maintenance Manager  
• Plant Manager |
| Hinance      | Image-based cheque clearing services. | • Fraud Team Leader  
• CUI Supervisor/ Site Lean Agent  
• Fraud/EPU Supervisor  
• Site Manager |
| FineBank     | Provider of banking facilities and other financial and insurance services. | • Design and Transformation Lead  
• Lean Leader  
• Design and Delivery Agent  
• Lean Leader  
• Lean Change Agent  
• Programme Support Manager |
| MyFinance    | Provider of investment products and services including pensions, life insurance, asset management, and banking. | • Assistant Team Leader  
• Operations Manager  
• Head of Operational Services  
• Lead Lean Consultant  
• Managing Consultant |

Interview transcript data were complemented by research journal notes of social interaction across the case study organizations, provided a dataset revealing variable practitioner perspectives for analysis (Creswell and Poth, 2018). Additionally, multiple sources of secondary data (e.g. charts, reports, lean guides) were collected for contextual analysis.
Analysis of the dataset was conducted with reference to Netland and Ferdows’ (2016) model of lean maturity that holds that through lean maturity higher operational performance is achieved. Via a process of discussion with the senior managers at each organization about their claims to have implemented lean, and observation, the same researcher assessed the lean maturity stage of each of the five organizations, giving consideration to definitions of the four stages of the model (i.e. 1: ‘Beginner’; 2: ‘In-Transition’; 3: ‘Advanced’; 4: ‘Cutting Edge’) (Table 3).

**Findings: Identifying a High-performance HR Bundle for Lean Service Operations**

In this section we report on the HR practices deemed by lean practitioners to be integral to the lean initiatives at the studied organizations. In doing so, we point in the direction of an optimal lean-supportive HR ‘bundle’ for service organizations.

A common view of lean practitioners was that considered HR practices were vital in the generation of a strong ‘lean-oriented’ service culture. For example, Amy (Change Manager, HighEnd) commented that ‘without engaging our colleagues, we fall short of successfully implementing and sustaining any lean lead change’; while David (Lead Lean Consultant, MyFinance) noted a central concern for ‘getting the most out of everyone who comes through the turnstiles every day?’, adding that ‘you cannot deliver effective lean without a really, really strong core of effective people management’.

Another lean practitioner, Sue (Design and Delivery Agent, FineBank), reiterated this awareness of HR practices being key to the success of lean service projects. When asked how she viewed the role of HR practices in supporting lean she responded emphatically:
God! Hugely, hugely! What we generally find when we are going to businesses [different departments at FineBank] who haven’t had lean … is that they don’t really understand what are the important things that should be included in people management.

This section continues by reporting and discussing six HR practices that emerged from the data (comprising three work practices and three employment practices) as being of significant concern for lean practitioners. These HR practices, that might be conceived of as an emergent ‘best practice’ HR bundle to support lean service operations, broadly map across to the HR practices identified in our review of the literature (Table 1) with the notable addition of selective recruitment, which does feature in Pfeffer’s (1998) formative theorizing on HPWSs. Analytical judgments on the maturity of each of these HR practices were made using the Netland and Ferdows (2016) lean maturity scale (Table 3). How these HR practices related to the success of lean service operations at the five organizations (and thereby why each emerged as an important component of the proposed HR bundle) is now discussed in turn.
Table 3: Maturity of Lean Service Operations and Key HR Practices across the Case Study Organizations.

(1= Beginner; 2= In-Transition; 3= Advanced; 4= Cutting Edge)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Lean Maturity Stage</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>HR Planning</th>
<th>Team-working</th>
<th>Employee Participation</th>
<th>Extensive Training</th>
<th>Performance Appraisal, Recognition and Reward</th>
<th>Selective Recruitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HighEnd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beginner. 18 months into a pilot lean programme. Data were collected from the main pilot area. Some promising initial benefits reported included recovery of lost food delivery cages.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EastManage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>In-Transition. Implementation of lean practices over 3½ year period had led to performance improvements in service delivery. Further process improvements and cultural change were set for implementation.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>In-Transition. Lean practices had been implemented over a 4½ year period resulting in multiple benefits including faster cheque clearing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
service and cultural change giving greater focus on continuous service improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FineBank</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Advanced. Eight years of organizational experience of lean practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operational performance metrics were clear and focused, reflecting mature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lean practices and ‘lean culture’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyFinance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cutting Edge. At the time data were collected the company had just</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>celebrated the ten-year anniversary of its corporate lean programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organizational ‘lean teams’ provided consultancy on lean implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to supply chain organizations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Work Practices

Three work practices concerning how the service operations activities were structured and organized emerged from the data: HR planning, teamworking, and employee participation.

HR Planning

By concerning itself with HR planning a service organization will ensure that it is and remains resourced with the right number of capable people to deliver the planned-for service. Three elements of HR planning emerged from the thematic analysis as being important for lean service operations: capacity planning, to optimize the size of the workforce and how that workforce is distributed across teams; role profiling, to ensure that the skills of the workforce were pertinent for the lean service resource requirement; and succession planning, to plan for the loss of key personnel.

Three of the case study organizations - Hinance, FineBank, and MyFinance - undertook capacity planning to understand and plan the required human resources to meet customer service demands. This capacity planning activity entailed team-level managers understanding how many people within their teams were capable of performing all the necessary tasks required of the team, and how that related to the operational demands for those capabilities (i.e. if there was a surplus or deficit). As Natalie (Operations Manager, MyFinance) explained, it was essential for her to be able ‘to size, plan, organize, structure your team, so that they are not overburdened… [but can meet our] need to clear X amount of work.’
As well as assisting these organizations in understanding how workload expectations and their capabilities to fulfil workload requirements, capacity planning also assisted them in moving (or ‘trading’) surplus workers across teams. This enabled a more flexible workforce, capable of doing a variety of work according to operational needs, and improved collaboration.

There's a meeting held [to discuss] … ‘What capacity have you got in your team?’ ‘Does anybody need any help?’ (Tatiana, Fraud Team Leader, Hinance)

Some teams… following the checking of the utilization of [their] staff… move staff across to different teams. (Beth, Lean Change Agent, FineBank)

The data revealed evidence of considered role profiling with lean-specific roles defined to help embed lean principles. This had been particularly important for maturing lean processes at EastManage.

Probably the biggest difference that we've seen since we've started to look at lean… [is that] we look at… how the job role impacts with customers, [and…] across the value chain. (Andy, Head of Asset Management, EastManage)

Role profiling, of service operations and management roles, enabled organizations to rationalize work such that more of it could be done by lower-paid (lower-cost) labour. It also enabled formalization of responsibilities that were embedded with lean rhetoric.

We may separate out complex work and simple work, and that enables us to put the simple work to a clerical member of staff and the complex to a technical member of staff. (Mike, Design and Transformation Lead, FineBank)
We're talking about expectations of people in roles… What is the role of an assistant team leader? What is the role of a workplace coach? We have provided clarity in their role profiles, around who does what. (David, Lead Lean Consultant, MyFinance)

Across all five organizations specific roles, such as Continual Improvement Lead and Lean Sustainability Consultant, were created with lean-specific responsibilities to direct the organizational lean maturation ‘journey’ (i.e. to improve performance and/or reduce costs).

We've created a role called CI Champion for where we get a particular member of staff more involved in a particular part of lean. (Tim, CUI Supervisor and Site Lean Agent, Hinance)

Succession planning was seen as being important at HighEnd and Hinance ‘to sustain [lean] activity’ (Amy, Change Manager, HighEnd). Specifically, it was employed to identify employees with lean expertise who might step into key lean-focussed roles as they became available through staff attrition.

It was quite hard when we did lose a lot of people… so, it's about making sure you've got successors from [among] the colleagues who buy-in to lean. (Mathew, Transport Shift Manager, HighEnd)

**Teamworking**

Foundational to a HPWS is an emphasis on semi-autonomous, self-managing, teamworking (Pfeffer, 1998). This chimes with the lean perspective that productivity benefits ensue from there being strong social relationships (McMackin and Flood,
2019). All five organizations positioned employees within teams to work on specific lean projects, providing an environment for committed, collectively autonomous activity (Klein, 1991), knowledge transfer and peer-supported problem-solving. The most lean-mature teams (at MyFinance and FineBank) were headed up by a team manager who was supported by an assistant team manager and a workplace coach. The assistant team managers had responsibilities for removing operational bottlenecks and ensuring that service processes had a smooth ‘flow’ (Womack and Jones, 1996). The workplace coaches typically had responsibilities for managing and improving work quality (Anand et al., 2009). Additionally, specialized teams had been established at four of the organizations to oversee and support corporate lean programmes. Specialized ‘Lean Improvement Action Teams’ at East Manage and HighEnd supported functional service teams by providing lean consultancy and training services, thus assisting managers in embedding lean within their teams.

    We've got teams in the business solely dedicated to… Lean… and continuous improvement. (Dayle, Senior Operations Technician, EastManage)

Such teams were highly regarded by the lean practitioners for: (i) bringing ‘an all-round view of a problem’ (Andy, Head of Asset Management, EastManage) via objective feasibility analysis of continuous improvement ideas, and (ii) their rhetorical capabilities to diffuse lean principles across the workforce (Green, 2004).

    So much change has happened. I don't think a lot of it would have ever happened if it was not for our lean team because they've driven operations to actually change their mind-set to a culture of: 'our customers do come first’. (Natalie, Operations Manager, MyFinance)
**Employee Participation**

Lean practitioners reported encouraging the voluntary participation of employees in the organizational lean journey. Participation, in this sense, is a strategic decision to purposively ease managerial control, allowing employees to exert influence over their work and working conditions, improvize and innovate (Strauss, 2006). The observed reality was that there existed a tension between empowering employees to innovate service quality improvements (Altinay *et al.*, 2008) yet insisting upon consistent standardized service provision in line with the scientific management principles that are fundamental to lean services (Sundbo, 2002). It was widely recognized at the more lean-mature organizations that management had to consciously rein in any instinct to over-exert control (Raja Sreedharan *et al.*, 2018). As one lean practitioner commented:

> If you just try to force the change, it is likely to unravel. (Natalie, Operations Manager, MyFinance.)

It was recognized by several of the lean practitioners that their role was to engender in workers an emotional-level response of ‘buying-in’ to lean principles.

> I think the biggest issue is getting everyone involved, getting an understanding for everybody. (Andy, Head of Asset Management, EastManage.)

It was found that many lean practitioners had developed an awareness of the importance of addressing employee resistance to lean initiatives:

> We’ve probably spent 80% of the time with the minority of the people that don’t buy-in to it… the sort of detractors, who say, you know, ‘well we’ve always done it like this. It’s always worked okay. Why do we need to change?’ (Philip, Plant Manager, EastManage.)
Central to employee participation strategies were effective communication practices, including information sharing (Pfeffer, 1998), with employees. The nature of this communication was found to be contingent upon contextual features. Three of the five case study organizations (MyFinance, EastManage, and HighEnd) operated with recognized trade unions. As such, to avoid organized employee resistance, lean managers spoke of negotiating with the unions over lean-informed changes to working practices. The data from these three studies point to the importance of involving any recognized trade union in lean adoption. The lean practitioners at these organizations expressed benefits from having ‘honest conversations’ about management expectations from lean projects in particular work areas. An effective management tactic in such negotiations, as employed at EastManage and HighEnd, was an offer to trial ‘lean’ processes before they were formally adopted with the option of reverting to previous service operating processes remaining available.

We have always involved them from day one … We have had the meetings. The union guys would give their thoughts… Nothing was a surprise, nothing was a secret... It was like, well, let's try it; if it doesn't work, we revert back to the old way of doing it. (Mathew, Transport Shift Manager, HighEnd)

The data also point to the importance in such negotiations of ‘selling’ the benefits of ‘lean’ from the perspective of the workforce; for example, the opportunity for employees to learn new marketable skills, and more secure employment.

At the least lean-mature organizations, EastManage and HighEnd, the assertive change management technique of ‘creating a sense of urgency’ (Kotter, 2012) was tactically employed as a central element of the organizational rhetoric communicated to employees to achieve their ‘buy in’ to the lean programme. The key message repeated
to generate employee support was that lean was the only way forward if the company was to remain competitive and ongoing employment protected.

You need to change your mind-set [from…] ‘what’s good for the business?’ to ‘how does that benefit a colleague?’ So, whether that be long term success of the business, or profitability of the business… we all get job security… That’s the way you need to get people. (Robert, Depot Operations Manager, HighEnd)

Consistent with other research that notes the importance of listening to ‘the employee voice’ and addressing concerns in order to ‘soften’ the rationalizing forces of managerial control implicit within lean thinking (Strauss, 2006), management across all organizations gave employees multifarious opportunities (including via training initiatives and open communication forums) to communicate their views. There was though an undercurrent of tension between listening to employee voices and yet insisting on the primacy of management to implement change.

We had to help with some lean awareness sessions and air everybody's views, get anything out on the table, to then go ahead with it [lean]. (Tatiana, Fraud Team Leader, Hinance)

Other channels, enabling employee input to how lean was implemented included: the ‘moan zone’ (EastManage), ‘graphite board’ (HighEnd), and ‘bug board’ (Hinance) to capture employees’ concerns about lean in their workplace, and the ‘idea box’ (EastManage; HighEnd), and ‘my CI’ (MyFinance; Hinance) to capture employees’ ideas on how to improve service provision. Some of the interviewed lean practitioners noted how these mechanisms not only facilitated more efficient ways of
working but also served to value individual employees. As Frank (Lean Leader, FineBank) put it: ‘There is a very heavy focus on people and respect for ideas.’

Management across organizations also had a more general concern for facilitating effective, communicative and collaborative relationships between employees working on lean projects and providing lean services.

It is just common sense… get people involved to say, ‘Hang on a minute, if I change this, this might make my job easier, it will make your job easier, but Fred's job over there, it makes that ten times worse. (Ian, Distribution General Manager, HighEnd)

The data also reveal the prevalent use of lean-oriented meetings at which worker involvement was expected. Such meetings were often given descriptive names, for example, performance meetings (FineBank; Hinance), visual meetings (Hinance; EastManage), champion meetings (MyFinance), huddle meetings (FineBank; HighEnd), and bug meetings (Hinance).

An example of how innovation and communication operated symbiotically to good effect was provided by Andy (Head of Asset Management, EastManage):

[We have] just set up a project tracker to… promote collaboration and make sure that we're not repeating work. So, as soon as a project is going in China, and somebody has got a similar project in Germany, and someone in the UK, we will pull them together to form a project group.

**Employment Practices**
Three employment practices concerning how management interact with employees emerged from the data as being particularly pertinent for effective lean service operations: selective recruitment; performance appraisal, recognition and reward; and extensive training.

**Selective Recruitment**

The HR selection processes of the organizations all placed, to different degrees, an emphasis on candidates’ suitability for working under lean management methodologies. Specifically, selective recruitment (Pfeffer, 1998) was often employed to bring in lean-aware workers. Job advertisements and descriptions were worded to attract candidates with prior exposure to lean, and those charged with selecting candidates were typically lean-oriented managers. As David (Lead Lean Consultant, MyFinance) explained: ‘Individuals, who have gone through a lean intervention… are thinking differently about the people that they recruit’. However, shortlisting of candidates typically privileged those with pertinent technical knowledge.

I don't think we'd go out and look for a shift manager purely based on [having a] continuous improvement, lean background rather than their industrial background. (Michael, Site Manager, Hinance)

However, candidates with experience of working in lean environments were typically prioritized. As Jenny (Head of Operational Services, MyFinance) noted, ‘If someone came along… and they know lean, they will be straight in… [considered as] a strong individual’.

Recruitment interviewing typically sought to elicit candidates’ levels of lean knowledge and their attitudes towards change and lean service provision. Selection decisions were
typically based on prior exposure to lean practices and assessments of: (i) technical knowledge, (ii) attitude to change, and (iii) disposition towards lean. Typically, and especially in the more ‘lean-mature’ organizations, the weighting attributed to each of these considerations depended upon the role being recruited for. For service support roles that were defined in terms of lean expertise required, the selection activities sought to firstly identify those candidates whose technical knowledge related best to the role and secondly those who had lean-related experience. Lean know-how was not necessarily seen as being essential: where the best candidates from assessment of technical skills lacked specific lean know-how, they were still recruited but then enrolled in lean-related training.

There are things [we look for] like, if they’ve got an awareness of Lean Six Sigma, continuous improvement or any other sort of quality management systems…. [but] if they've got the technical background and the operational background… [that] would far outweigh the requirements to have lean understanding… because we believe they'll get embedded into the culture. (Andy, Head of Asset Management, EastManage)

The findings confirm the importance of having a recruitment strategy that is geared towards supporting lean service operations (Suárez-Barraza and Ramis-Pujol, 2010). They also suggest that as more organizations adopt lean and as those organizations travel further along the lean maturity path (and have more lean-specific roles) so organizations increasingly expect to recruit people with experience of working with lean. As Amy (Change Manager, HighEnd) said: ‘If the role is specifically for lean improvement … [recruitment] is very much focused on this skillset’.
Performance Appraisal, Recognition, and Reward

The data from across all five organizations, but particularly the more lean-mature ones, point to there being organizational benefits from investing in formal performance appraisal processes. Firstly, to complement expectation of continuous service improvement (George, 2003), formal appraisal was used to facilitate ongoing individual performance improvement (or work intensification) via the routine setting of individual lean-oriented performance targets:

They know exactly what’s going to be discussed in the meetings: Lean... If you are constantly meeting an objective... then we move the bar higher. (Tim, CUI Supervisor and Site Lean Agent, Hinance)

Secondly, they provided a Taylorist mechanism for identifying gaps between individual performance levels and expected performance targets (Taylor, 1911).

There is no room for someone to say... ‘I process ten applications a day’, the person sitting next to him to say, ‘well, I do forty’... We've put models in place to...say, ‘Well actually, on average, you should be doing 25-30’. (Jenny, Head of Operational Services, MyFinance)

The data reveal that where such gaps were identified, training and development initiatives, including individual coaching, were typically employed to good effect.

We let them know their performance, and if they are struggling with anything… [we] work with them to build them up. (Tatiana, Fraud Team Leader, Hinance)
While performance targets were routinely set across all five organizations in line with lean principles there was no evidence found of management taking disciplinary action against individuals for failing to meet targets. Rather, an emphasis was placed on coaching and supporting employees to improve their individual performance levels.

In line with the relationship between awarding non-financial rewards and employee commitment to lean principles (Netland et al., 2015), all five organizations used reward and recognition tactics beyond the contractual reward of payment for labour. The most lean-mature of the organizations operated a bonus scheme whereby employees were rewarded for hitting customer-oriented key performance indicator targets. Other reward and recognition mechanisms were employed to send a cultural message that continuous service improvement innovations and other pro-lean behaviours were valued. These included: highlighting individuals’ efforts on office noticeboards, sending employees ‘thank you’ letters, issuing certificates, awarding extra days of annual leave, and monetary bonuses:

This year, the first idea [adopted], we paid £350… But it's not just about throwing lots of money at it, it's doing it in the right way… pictures on the board, shaking hands. (Ian, Distribution General Manager, HighEnd)

We have… a 'Make a Difference' scheme where we can highlight where people have gone above and beyond to generate good ideas for the customers and the business. (Frank, Lean Leader, FineBank)

We have got a ‘Bright Ideas’ suggestion scheme… The best idea each month gets a prize … (Robert, Depot Operations Manager, HighEnd)
The objectives of such rewards were thus to nurture a high-performance pro-lean culture and give management a greater assurance on the retention of the key talent who embodied that culture through their actions and ideas (Sangwa and Sangwan, 2017).

We believe that by putting a monetary reward on it, it may influence people [to buy-in to lean]. (Andy, Head of Asset Management, EastManage)

The literature on workplace motivation highlights how crude monetary reward mechanisms may not always be the most appropriate to employ because employees are motivated by different rewards, contingent on the context (Altinay et al., 2008; Pink, 2009). The context of lean adoption is shown to be a significant contingent factor with both Hinance and HighEnd reassessing their reward and recognition practices:

Lean has helped us recognize that we didn't do enough of [rewarding employees]... Unless the current staff are comfortable about making improvements… they're not going to come forward because they feel that they're putting themselves out of the job potentially. (Michael, Site Manager, Hinance)

One tactic employed at HighEnd to recognize (rather than reward) employees’ support for a lean culture was to release them from their routine responsibilities to work on service improvement initiatives:

You could have the brilliantest idea in the world but if you are not going to be released off your job… you're never going to implement it. (Bill, Head of Communication and Services, HighEnd)

More strikingly though, the data also point to management good intentions having the potential for damaging rather than boosting commitment to lean. For example, lean
practitioners at HighEnd reported on how inappropriate or inadequate rewards, such as a mobile phone top-up voucher, a box of chocolates, or a bottle of wine, had been regarded as being derisory:

Before it was always a bottle of wine, something very nominal, you know, £10, £20 tops… We've now realized that… you come up with an idea and it saves £5000, £10000, whatever; then to give you a bottle of wine, you will be like, ‘Okay, thank you for that’, you know, in a sarcastic way. (Ian, Distribution General Manager, HighEnd)

This example serves as a reminder that management must be practised artfully, with regard for emotional intelligence as well as rationality. It has been suggested that ‘hard’ HR appraisal mechanisms that solely focus on quantitative metrics have acted as barriers to successful lean implementations (Raja Sreedharan et al., 2018), and the data here suggest that a ‘softer’ HR appraisal mechanism offers greater potential for achieving the objective of the workforce being committed to lean methods of working.

**Extensive Training**

Just as well-considered performance appraisal and reward processes might contribute to successful lean service operations, so the literature also highlights the importance of a training strategy to ensure that employees are adequately skilled to implement lean (Bonavia and Marin-Garcia, 2011; Raja Sreedharan et al., 2018). In line with this, all five organizations had invested in lean-specific training initiatives. East Manage trained employees in ‘continuous improvement’ techniques. A specific training objective at MyFinance was to achieve employee commitment, i.e. ‘to get people on the lean journey’ (Dan, Assistant Team Leader, MyFinance). To achieve this management
training emphasized the lean principle of ‘respect for people’ (Ohno, 1988). Bill (Head of Communication and Services, HighEnd) spoke of lean ‘cultural change’ being supported by ‘more training now than there ever was… they’re coming thicker and faster at the moment’. This included cross-training and up-skilling to enable greater management flexibility to redeploy staff across the organization. In line with this, Tim (CUI Supervisor and Site Lean Agent, Hinance) reported on there being ‘an expectation that everybody builds upon lean-related knowledge and skills.’

The data collected from the more lean-mature organizations also revealed how such lean-related training programmes facilitated employees shifting to an alternative career path, taking on roles as lean consultants/practitioners/experts and serving on specialized ‘improvement action teams’ that provided lean consultancy services.

We are giving them opportunities… to learn new skills… new techniques and tools they can apply… skills they can take away. (Tim, CUI Supervisor and Site Lean Agent, Hinance)

While this research confirms that extensive training is important for lean service operations, it is shown to be insufficient unless provided in a broader context of other lean-oriented work and employment practices. In the next section the importance of this holistic perspective is discussed.

**Discussion**

The findings of this study point to there being common elements that might be conceptualized as a high-performance ‘best practice’ HR bundle for lean service operations, working symbiotically alongside other lean ‘bundles’ (e.g. TQM and JIT)
(Shah and Ward, 2003; Dal Pont et al., 2008). What emerges is a picture of an integrated lean maturation – or organizational learning (Senge, 1992) – process in which lean managers proactively take steps to analyse and improve HR practices at strategic and operational levels symbiotically with broader lean activities. However, this study also illustrates how this often occurs implicitly rather than in a systematic way that might offer opportunities for greater management control over HR practices and thus better enable their continuous improvement.

This study has identified three work practices and three employment practices that might each be identified as a key component of a high-performance ‘best practice’ HR bundle for optimising lean service operations. The multiple case study approach taken has revealed how, just as lean service operations processes might be continuously improved (i.e. mature towards greater efficiency), so related HR processes might also contemporaneously improve.

By re-conceptualising the six identified HR practices as processes we might usefully define the scope of each process, roles with assigned accountabilities and responsibilities, and appropriate metrics (including key performance indicators) and other qualitative data to be captured. The qualitative interview data presented here has suggested that listening to the ideas and concerns of operational level service employees is important for the lean HR maturation process since it generates important information for improving HR processes (e.g. for enhancing participation and reward initiatives). Thus the study points to how the lean principle of continuous improvement (kaizen) – i.e. that ‘everyone participates in the process; and improvements result from the… experience of workers’ (Evans, 2011, p. 141) – might be usefully applied to each of the six HR processes. By encouraging employees to constructively voice their experiences
of being subjected to each process, organizations might expect to achieve greater HR process efficiency, and benefit from a more engaged and committed workforce and increased organizational performance (Morrison, 2011; Burke, 2013).

The umbrella concept of the HR bundle is important for facilitating holistic management control of the HR practices. Thus, an ‘HR bundle’ process might additionally be implemented to offer higher-level oversight of HR for lean service managers. This process might define and capture its own HR metrics to monitor the effectiveness of interactions across the lower-level processes. Two examples of such interactions are as follows: (i) information sharing is a feature of ‘employee participation’ but also pertains to ‘team working’; (ii) the processes of ‘extensive training’ and ‘performance appraisal, recognition and reward’ would share an interest in measurements relating to the impact of training on performance levels.

Greater control of the HR bundle maturation process would facilitate a systemic commitment to continuous improvement as advocated in the lean practitioner literature (George, 2003). In this regard, the PDCA (plan, do, check, act) cycle of improvement (Deming, 1994; Bateman and David, 2002) might be usefully applied to the emergent ‘high performance’ lean HR bundle (Figure 1 and Table 4).
This study points to an implicit maturation process relating to these HR processes. It is proposed that by applying the PDCA cycle of improvement, the HR maturation process might be placed under greater, and lean-appropriate, managerial control. While applying PDCA to the HR bundle is consistent with lean thinking (Bateman and David, 2002), further field research is required to demonstrate its effectiveness in practice.
Table 4: Application of PDCA Improvement Cycle to the Lean ‘HR Bundle’ Process and Underlying ‘HR Practice’ Processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>High performance HR Bundle Process</th>
<th>Underlying HR (Work and Employment) Practice Processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define the bundle: What underlying HR processes require process management? How do they interact?</td>
<td>• Define the scope of the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define process roles, including process owner; accountabilities and responsibilities.</td>
<td>• Define process roles, including process owner; accountabilities and responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Establish metrics and supplementary qualitative data relating to the intersections between low-level processes.</td>
<td>• Establish metrics to quantify the effectiveness and maturity level of the HR practice and procedures for collection;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Establish procedures for collecting supplementary qualitative data for analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do</td>
<td>• Implement plan.</td>
<td>• Implement planned activities relating to the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collect quantitative and qualitative data.</td>
<td>• Collect quantitative and qualitative data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>• Draw together and analyse data provided by the process owners of the underlying processes and the intersectional data to better understand strengths and areas for improvement.</td>
<td>• Analyse quantitative and qualitative data to better understand strengths and areas for improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>• Coordinate improvement initiatives from the (six) underlying HR practice processes.</td>
<td>• Take actions to address areas for improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

While acknowledging that the very notion of ‘best practice’ HR is problematic (Marchington and Grugulis, 2000) the multiple case study approach taken here has enabled a rigorous consideration of how HR practices in the field of service operations are being applied by companies that claim to have gained competitively through concerted efforts to apply lean principles to their activities. From this assumption as to the extent to which ‘best practice’ generalizations might be drawn, this study supports the notion that attention to the design and management of an HR bundle is important for successful adoption and maturation of a lean approach to service operations. Previous
research into lean (manufacturing) settings has shown a lack of consensus on what HR practices should significantly feature in the lean HR bundle, although five particular practices recur across this research: HR planning, teamworking, employee participation, training, and reward. This research contributes to the literature by drawing on qualitative data collected from lean practitioners to, in the main, confirm these as key elements of a ‘high performance’ HR bundle for lean service operations. It points the way forward to addressing risks associated with failure of lean process improvement initiatives: employee resistance, lack of commitment, and skills/know-how (Antony et al., 2019). It also suggests how the HR practices identified here as being the most important might be usefully presented as individual HR processes, enabling greater managerial control. However, this study also illustrates how ‘reward’ is not a sufficiently independent HR practice to warrant being managed as a process. Rather it is re-presented as a feature of an integrated HR practice process of ‘performance appraisal, recognition and reward’. Additionally, via the thematic analysis research approach taken and in line with the HPWS literature (Pfeffer, 1998), it became clear that ‘selective recruitment’ should be included as a key constituent of a ‘high-performance’ HR bundle for lean services.

Whereas previous research has sought to show statistically-significant multi-level relationships between lean and particular HR practices (Shah and Ward, 2003; Ramadas and Satish, 2018) the qualitative approach taken here offers analysis of the ‘real world’ perspectives of lean practitioners. It thus contributes to the literature by providing a deeper understanding of how HR practices are integral to lean service operations across a range of service organizations at different stages of lean maturity. In doing so it makes a practical contribution by presenting to immature lean service organizations a ‘high-
performance’ HR bundle, comprising a set of six ‘HR practice’ processes, for implementation.

Service organizations embarking upon their own journey towards lean maturity and those further along the road might engage with the findings of this study to give greater consideration, within their own unique contexts, to the integration of their service operations with their HR practices. Specifically, a key practical contribution of this study is that certain HR practices associated with HPWS theory should be embraced as being integral, rather than separate from, lean service operations. As such, lean service managers should proactively involve themselves in the management of these HR practices even if their organizations’ HR functions retain accountabilities and responsibilities for those practices (i.e. where the HR practices lay outside of the organizational remit of lean service managers). In such a structural context, they might need to work closely with the HR function to recast those HR practices found here to be integral to lean service provision as ‘lean HR processes’ within a ‘best practice’ HPWS. Once established as processes integral to lean service operations they might then be managed with a sharper focus on business outcomes associated with the services provided by the organization. For example, they might be geared towards achieving incremental continuous improvement to service effectiveness and efficiency.

Via its qualitative approach, the research has provided important knowledge on how HR practices are implemented in lean service contexts. For example, lean practitioners have reported on how they ensure that the most suitable people are appointed to defined roles and positioned within a carefully-considered teamworking organizational structure, and then afforded appropriate autonomy. The reported data suggest that, in combination, the
six HR practices identified for inclusion in the lean service HR bundle facilitate the workforce in embracing lean thinking and work process changes.

The qualitative approach taken, listening to the voice of experienced lean practitioners, has resulted in the formation of an empirically-informed ‘best practice’ HR process for lean service operations that acknowledges the importance of effective communication, adopts a contingent approach to employee relations, and recognizes the dangers of inappropriate reward practices. As such, the study contributes to the lean operations literature by elaborating, refining and extending the role that HR practices, performed at strategic, tactical and operational management levels, play in lean service operations.

As a theoretical contribution the lean HR bundle has been conceived as a set of six interconnected ‘HR practice’ processes, overseen by an independent ‘HR bundle’ process (Figure 1). Conceived thus, lean continuous improvement techniques (e.g. PDCA) might be applied to each of these processes so that they mature over time. This maturation process was implicit in the activities and experiences of the lean practitioners interviewed for this study. That is, lean thinking was implicitly applied to people management practices as lean managers learned what was effective and refined what they did accordingly. Further research might entail continuous improvement monitoring over time following a lean service providing organization’s adoption of the proposed ‘HR bundle’ process and its constituent ‘HR practice’ processes. Such research might usefully be designed to incorporate the collection of both operational-level ‘employee voice’ and ‘managerial voice’ data for purposes of comparison.
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